DEER REPELLENT
Ready-To-Use

Protect Your Landscape & Garden

- Essential oils deliver a smell and taste that animals naturally hate
- No Stink Formula that is Long Lasting and Rain Resistant
- One easy step to protect your garden and landscape from Deer and Rabbits

Directions For Use:
- Shake container well before using. Product is ready to use and does not need to be mixed or diluted.
- Spray plant leaves, stems, flowers, edible, and branches that need protection, making sure plants are covered. For extra protection on low growing plants, spray soil around plant base as well.
- Allow 30 minutes for product to dry before watering of any kind.
- Watering at the root is recommended to extend repellency longevity.
- Repeat application every 30 days, at first sight of new damage, or new plant growth. More frequent application may be required after periods of heavy rainfall and if more damage is noticed.

Using the Comfort Wand™:
- Remove sprayer from the holder on side of bottle. Remove pull strip to activate batteries. Flip open wand until it clicks. Introduce hose connector into opening on cap until it clicks. Twist knob to ON.
- To Spray, turn sprayer nozzle to desired spray pattern. Slide gray switch on trigger to "Unlock." Press trigger to spray.
- When finished, Slide switch on trigger to "Lock." Twist knob to OFF. Fold wand closed and place sprayer back in the holder on side of bottle.

Important Use Information: Do not submerge in water. When storing sprayer for long periods, remove batteries and rinse applicator by placing connector end of hose into a container of clean water and spraying for 10 to 15 seconds. Re-attach sprayer hose connector into knob on cap.

To replace batteries: See marked diagram inside battery compartment.

Post Harvest
- When applied to edible items, thoroughly wash crops prior to eating. Rub produce in hands under running water and pat dry. Produce with winds, grooves, or waxy skins should be scrubbed with a brush under running water and dried prior to consumption. For leafy vegetables, remove outer layer, thoroughly rinse remainder, and pat dry.

Use Precautions
- Do not apply directly to new transplants, newly rooted cuttings, or drought-stressed plants.
- Do not apply applications when dry time temperatures exceed 90°F.
- Prior to full scale application to plants, apply an inconspicuous area and wait 24 hours to observe for potential damage. Also test blooms for sensitivity.
- This product can be applied as long as spray head and liquid are not frozen. If product freezes, return to room temperature and use according to directions.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: 3.90%
Sodium Lauryl Sulfate 0.151%
Peppermint Oil 0.101%
Ethyl Alcohol 0.102%

INSERT INGREDIENTS:
Water, Sodium Benzoate, Xanthan gum 98.54%

100% SIZE
12-digit UPC-A
(non-suppressed)
For Position Only
8 88603 0491 0

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION: Avoid contact with eyes and prolonged contact with skin. To reduce contact with skin, wear gloves when handling. If eye or skin contact occurs, flush thoroughly with water. For medical information call 1-877-332-0755.

STORAGE & DISPOSAL
STORAGE: Store in original container, in a cool, dry area. Keep container tightly closed.
DISPOSAL: When finished with contents, offer for recycling or dispose of according to local or municipal laws. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.

Tomcat Brands Guarantee: If for any reason you, the consumer, are not satisfied with this product, mail us your original proof of purchase to obtain a full refund of your purchase price.

Questions or Comment? Preguntas o comentarios?
Call 1-877-332-9755 www.tomcat.com

©2016 Tomcat Brands, World rights reserved.
Sold by Tomcat Brands, PO Box 100, Marysville, OH 43040.
SAFE FOR

☐ PLANTS
☐ PEOPLE
☐ PETS

*when used as directed
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Tomcat Deer Repellent Ready-To-Use (1gal)